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1 of 1 review helpful Well done By J Scott Shipman In Search of Civilization is a refreshing and erudite examination 
of civilization how it developed in the past negative present day connotations and why it remains importance and 
relevant today What follows is a detailed overview of Part One and with any luck the teaser will be enough to 
convince you to read this important book Part One Civilization as A self effacing humane and unparanoid call to 
change our wealthy yet often barbaric world for the better In this provocative cri de coeur the philosopher John 
Armstrong rescues the idea of civilization from irrelevance and connects it to our search for individual happiness 
Civilization once referred to a society s technological prowess its political development or its cultural achievement In 
the modern era however the word became b ldquo Armstrong is out to lead philosophy back to its most urgent 
traditional and noble task that of helping us to live wisely and well His new book lyrical courageous and uplifting is 
seeking to do nothing less than reform the ambitions of western so 
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